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The Way Forward?
I agree with Brendan Mackey. We need to use the process of the Earth Charter as a counternarrative to conventional state of world affairs. We could certainly update the document in line with
some current problems. Moreover we have to maintain the existing practical wisdom, thanks to
methodologies adapted to an appropriate ethical dialogue around the specificities of each territories
and each communities. Indeed, if « I am because We are »1, we can use such a living document
« on care for our Common Home »2.
I. Why is the Earth Charter a relevant instrument to promote the Common good?
A. Acting by the Common good
If the purpose of political communities is to secure not merely the conditions of living, but those of
living well3, the pursuit of happiness requires participation in public life and the cultivation of virtue,
rather than the maximisation of wealth. Such a western conception can also find equivalent in other
cultures than the occidental one. Approaches to the Common Good are not homogenous, and, at
times, can be antagonistic4. They might also differ from Western Countries to Africa5 or China6.
One theme emerges: political theory cannot prescribe normative principles without taking into
account the realities of social and political life.
Acting by the process of the Common Good does not primarily mean an injunction or a delivery of
reproducible solutions. It rather poses problems that supposes to consider the capacity, sometimes
the vulnerability, of the persons to evaluate situations, and their behaviors as an expression of desire.
This implies to take into account the diversity of territories, collective choices and mechanisms of
change, especially in a glocal context. Governing by the Common Good requires a systemic
approach to spatial sustainability, moving away from an approach that is primarily focused on
technical or structural issues. On top of it, virtue cannot be legislated directly7. The Law can require
many kinds of virtuous actions and forbid many kinds of vicious actions, but motives for action are
not subject to direct legal control.
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B. Soft and Hard Law
As a French citizen and lawyer, I might have been tempted to defend above all the Environment Pact
promoted by our dear President Emmanuel Macron before the United Nations Assembly. « With the
law, with this Global Pact for the Environment, we’ve got to go further in transforming our societies
and taking resolute action »8. Indeed a Hard Law can represent a ‘solution’ imposed by a big
Leviathan9 to give legally binding effect to various soft law principles, and to enable creative and
innovative case-appropriate solutions10. Making our planet great again might also need avoiding
reductionism, and striving for the quest of new meaning through a process of perpetual
reinterpretation. Such a philosophy would be moved by the dynamics stemming from the interaction
between conflict and conciliation. Surprisingly such an ethical philosophy of « conciliation »11 is also
regularly referred to by Emmanuel Macron, notably through his famous vocabulary: « … and at the
same time… »12. The value of the Earth Charter lies in such an ambition to manage complexity and
overcome antagonisms.
On top of it, our original Movement also encourages the ethic of action13 through practical reason
and human agency. Indeed the People’s treaty is a bold living document for: learning, understanding
and designing common narratives. It enrolls communities to clarify what they want or can do together
in a integral perspective. Deep engagement with practical reason and practical knowledge provides
the framework to understand two key features of law: normativity and authority14.
Indeed we need to normalise the idea of calling out the ethical dimensions of public policy. Too many
public devices offer the legal capacity to do so, but do not rely on the practical and cognitive capacity
of target populations. The capacity for deliberation requires a reserve duty of the regulatory center,
which could recognize the plurality of possible conceptions of justice, rather than seeking to impose
its own conception. This supposes to encourage mechanisms of political innovation based on
people's ethical choices, and correlatively on legal tools to reflect the social order, to assume the
mechanisms of change and the efficiency of public policies.
II. How could we act?
How can we be inspired by the People’s Charter and activities developed around the world to
promote the Common good according to our specific local cultural background?
If the Common good represents as a bridge-building device, how should we prioritise and mutualise
our activities?
The life of a community is not a succession of game-theoretical ‘coordination problems’, where the
desired ends are agreed, the need for coordination is evident to all, and the scheme of collaboration,
once settled, is stable over time. The meaning of the practical question ‘How should we act?’ is not
limited to a series of patterns of coordination and patterns of those patterns. Members of the
community can identify a range of projects, commitments, and goods to be achieved by coordinated
action, with competing priority rankings.
A. Learning
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We could mutualise our knowledge on sustainable development, ethical appeal and vision for the
Common good, while diminishing anthropocentric bias and strengthening the notion of a planetary
ecological community.
Such a dynamic of the Common good could be studies considering three dimensions15:
1° Community property, or Governance issues
2° The attempt to reconcile personal interest and communal goals
3° The nature of everyone's real access (efficiency) to the community property situated in its
« context »16. The ECI should remind us of our limitations and the moral call to be effective as well
as empathic17.
B. Understanding through Experience
The ECI should encourage the way people produce, share, and build on knowledge, for instance
through open education or « education through research »18. People might first acquire openlylicensed word problems. Then they would re-write the exercises to include language geographically
specific or relevant to their community. In turn, they could share their modified problems with others
who may wish to use them. Open Education Resources would ensure consistency among materials,
and reduce substantial costs associated with producing and distributing course materials.
C. Designing common narratives
Each Affiliates could provide a comprehensive grounding for creating a common narratives and the
testing of ideas addressing the economic, ecological, and inter-cultural or religious in nature
challenges. We do not need to change human nature. We need to reveal it. We need a story that
talks about our connection to one another - from the Western notion of the Common Good, or the
Confucian idea of equilibrium, to the Ubuntu philosophy, or the Ho’ o pono pono19 process for
instance.
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